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	It's Shatner VS Shatners!


	William Shatner? William Shatner. WILLIAM SHATNER!!! It's the first ShatnerCon with William Shatner as the guest of honor! But after a failed terrorist attack by Campbellians, a crazy terrorist cult that worships Bruce Campbell, all of the characters ever played by William Shatner are suddenly sucked into our world. Their mission: hunt down and destroy the real William Shatner.


	Featuring: Captain Kirk, TJ Hooker, Denny Crane, Rescue 911 Shatner, Singer Shatner, Shakespearean Shatner, Twilight Zone Shatner, Cartoon Kirk, Esperanto Shatner, Priceline Shatner, SNL Shatner, and - of course - William Shatner!


	No costumed con-goer will be spared in their wave of destruction, no redshirt will make it out alive, and not even the Klingons will be able to stand up to a deranged Captain Kirk with a lightsaber. But these Shatner-clones are about to learn a hard lesson...that the real William Shatner doesn't take crap from anybody. Not even himself.


	It's Shatnertastic!
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Fuzzy Logic with Engineering Applications, Third EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The first edition of Fuzzy Logic with Engineering Applications (1995) was the first classroom text for undergraduates in the field. Now updated for the second time, this new edition features the latest advances in the field including material on expansion of the MLFE method using genetic algorithms, cognitive mapping, fuzzy agent-based...
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Practical API Architecture and Development with Azure and AWS: Design and Implementation of APIs for the CloudApress, 2018

	Learn the business and technical importance of API design and architecture using the available cloud services from Azure and AWS.
	


	
		This book starts off with an introduction to APIs and the concept of API Economy from a business and organizational perspective. You'll decide on a sustainable API strategy and API...
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MySQL 8 Administrator's Guide: Effective guide to administering high-performance MySQL 8 solutionsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Step by step guide to monitor, manage, and secure your database engine

	
		Key Features

		
			Your companion to master all the administration-related tasks in MySQL 8
	
			Ensure high performance and high availability of your MySQL solution using effective replication and backup...
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Relativity: Special, General, and CosmologicalOxford University Press, 2006

	Relativistic cosmology has in recent years become one of the most exciting and active branches of current research. In conference after conference the view is expressed that cosmology today is where particle physics was forty years ago, with major discoveries just waiting to happen. Also gravitational wave detectors, presently under...
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Fundamental Approach to Discrete MathematicsNew Age Publications, 2009

	The salient features of this book include: strong coverage of key topics involving recurrence relation, combinatorics, Boolean algebra, graph theory and fuzzy set theory. Algorithms and examples integrated throughout the book to bring clarity to the fundamental concepts. Each concept and definition is followed by thoughtful examples. There is...
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The SEO Battlefield: Winning Strategies for Search Marketing ProgramsO'Reilly, 2017

	
		Welcome to the battlefield. Every day, companies ranging from startups to enterprises fight to achieve high search rankings, knowing that previous success can quickly vanish. With this practical guide, you’ll learn how to put search engine optimization (SEO) methodology into practice, including the research, data analysis, and...
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